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I
n early March 2021, North Vancouver-based ABD Boats 
launched North Arm Transportation’s most powerful tug 
yet — the 19.7 m (64'9"), 2,000 hp North Arm tempest 
(see “North Arm tempest” in the May 2021 issue of WM).

In addition to being North Arm Transportation’s most 
powerful tug, the tempest is also the company’s most ma-
noeuvrable tug, with twin azimuthing drives and a forward 
hawser winch giving it the flexibility to act as shipdocking 
tug in addition to its primary duties towing the 63.2 m 
(207'), 1,432gt fuel/cargo barge North Arm GeNesis (2011, 
Dalian Lushun Binhai Shipping Repairing & Building Co., 
China) on the North Coast run.

Because the tempest is North Arm Transportation’s first 
Z-drive tug, it presented a bit of a learning curve for skip-
pers Brendan Maxwell and Kyle Armstrong. Before putting 
the tug to work they took part in a tailored training pro-
gram that included simulator training during the build, 
and hands-on training following the tempest’s launch.

Impressive specs
Designed by A. G. McIlwain, the North Arm tempest 

is a near-sistership to Standard Towing’s shipdocking 
tug reNeGAde, which was launched by ABD in 2012 (see 
“reNeGAde: Flexibility the Key to Standard Towing’s New 
Tug” by Rob Morris and Alan Haig-Brown in the July 2012 
issue of WM).

Overall dimensions are 19.7 m LOA x 8.23 m x 4.2 m 
maximum draft (64'9" x 27'0" x 13'9"). Power is from twin 
Cummins KTA-38 main engines connected to VZ-900 
azimuthing drives from Veth Propulsion (by Twin Disc). 
The engines are rated at 1,000-hp each in this application 
(their nominal rating is up to 1,200 hp each), and for im-
proved efficiency they’ll be governed down to 900 hp each 
during towing operations.

Twin John Deere 4045TFM85G24V fixed-speed auxilia-
ries from Frontier Power (Delta) provide electrical power 

Onboard the North Arm tempest
Tailored training readies skippers  

for new Z-drive tug
Text and photos by Simon Hill

Above: North Arm Transportation’s 19.7 m (64'9"), 2,000 hp North arM teMpest was launched in March 2021  
by ABD Boats. Steel for the tug was supplied precut and pre-coated from AJ Forsyth and Samuel (Surrey/Delta),  

with fendering all-round by Schuyler Rubber Co.
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“The addition of this tug to our fleet will make 
us better, and make us safer, and make us 
stronger moving forward. It will give our crews 
the opportunity to showcase their abilities. It 
will highlight to our industry that we are serious 
about what we do and how we do it. It will show 
our customers that they have reliable partners  
in the work we do for them on the coast and 
it will reinforce a public image of the British 
Columbia Towboat Industry that is vibrant and 
progressive and that North Arm is a responsible 
player in that enterprise.”   

Gino Stradiotti, President 
North Arm Transportation 
www.northarm.bc.ca 

Capt. Brendan Maxwell takes the controls with Z-drive training master Capt. Ryan Scott watching over. Scott, who retired from 
Seaspan in November 2019, likens driving a Z-drive tug to operating a skiff with a tiller-steered outboard. “If you pull the tiller 
one way, the boat goes other way.” The teMpest’s wheelhouse doors (and other doors and hatches) are from Earl’s Marine 
Closures, with windows from AdvanTec and wipers from Northwest Marine Distributors.
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(74 kW at 24 V), with front mounted Logan Clutch PTOs 
and Kawasaki pumps powering the hydraulic systems, 
which were supplied by PSI Fluid Power (Richmond).

A pair of winches built by Burrard Iron Works cover the 
North Arm tempest’s dual towing/shiphandling capabil-
ities. On the bow is a split-drum combination anchor/
shiphandling hawser winch carrying 450 ft of 2-1⁄4"Amsteel 
Blue (a 350-ft mainline and 100-ft pennant) from Redden 
Net (Richmond). The aft towing winch carries 2,200 feet 
of 1-3⁄4" wire, consisting of a 1,400 ft. main line and two 
400 ft. pennant lines with tow socket and tow socket as-
semblies, and a 41 ton Skookum No. 320 BTA towline end 
shackle, supplied by Pacific Wire Rope (Surrey).

Accommodations
Below decks there’s accommodation for six in four state-

rooms, plus a compact galley and settee/mess table, and 
a head/shower with separate laundry area, all finished 
by ABD in a light maple-coloured fire rated laminate. 
“It’s a beamier boat than the diliGeNt, which we were us-
ing before on the North Coast run,” notes skipper Kyle 
Armstrong. “The extra beam means it has roomier bunks, 
providing a real improvement in comfort.”

One feature the crew really appreciates is a separate 
coffee nook between the galley and the mess table. “It’s a 
small detail that makes a big difference,” says Armstrong, 
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The starboard main engine and auxiliary aboard the North arM teMpest. The propulsion engines are twin Cummins KTA-38 die-
sels rated at 1,000-hp each (their nominal rating is up to 1,200 hp each). The auxiliaries are Twin John Deere 4045TFM85G24V 
fixed-speed gensets with front-mounted PTOs powering the hydraulic pumps. Mufflers are by Harco Manufacturing (Newberg 
OR), exhaust system fabricated and installed by Mac Industrial Exhaust Systems, and exhaust insulation was installed by Clark 
Services and Insulations (Chilliwack).
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“because it means you don’t get in the cook’s way when 
you just want to grab a coffee.”

The crew also appreciates how quiet the boat is, thanks 
to its isolation-mounted wheelhouse and machinery. 
“It’s a helluva lot quieter than the diliGeNt,” comments 

Armstrong. Measurements commissioned by North Arm 
Transportation showed stateroom noise levels in the low 
60dB range when towing, and some quick measurements 
with a smart phone app showed less than 75 dB in the gal-
ley while running free at 7.8 knots against an ebb current. 

SHIP DUNNAGE n PIPE SADDLES n TIMBER MATS
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Tel: 604 462 7517 www.industrialtimberproducts.com
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North Arm Tempest 
19.7 metre ASD tug launched by ABD Boats March 2021 

ALAN DAWSON  •   BURTON DRODY 

Plant Address: 1667 Columbia St., North Vancouver, BC Canada 
Mailing Address: 6340 Buchanan St., Burnaby, BC Canada V5B 2S7 

Tel: 604 980 8711 • Cell: 604 837 0633 
Email: info@abdboats.com • www.abdboats.com

The North arM teMpest’s winches were built by Burrard Iron Works. The bow winch (photo above, right) is a split-drum com-
bination anchor/shiphandling hawser winch carrying 450 ft of 2-1⁄4" Amsteel Blue (a 350-ft mainline and 100-ft pennant). The 
aft towing winch (photo above, left) carries 2,200 feet of 1-3⁄4" wire, consisting of a 1,400 ft. main line and two 400 ft. pennant 
lines with tow socket and tow socket assemblies, and a 41 ton Skookum No. 320 BTA towline end shackle.
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The tug is also remarkably vibration-free.
“Overall it’s a great space,” concludes Armstrong. “Pretty 

much the only thing I could think to improve things might 
be a little more room in the head compartment, as the 
shower is tucked in pretty tight.”

Z-Drive training
As with most things over the past 18 months, training 

for the new tug was complicated by the Covid-19 pan-
demic. North Arm Transportation had contracted with 
Cpt. Jeff Slesinger at Delphi Maritime in Washington State 
to provide training (Slesinger literally wrote the book on 
Z-drive operation, published as ASD Tugs: thrust and 
Azimuth – Learning to drive a Z-drive 2nd Edition, ISBN 
9780764356827, $44.95).

The classroom training aspects were accommodated 
online, but Slesinger wasn’t able to travel to BC for the sim-
ulator and hands-on training, so retired Seaspan master 
Ryan Scott was enlisted to help out with that part of the 
program.

“We did two weeks in the simulator at the Pacific 
Maritime Institute,” Scott explained, “working in two 
groups of three people.” The simulator sessions help lay 
the groundwork before getting aboard the real tug. “The 
simulator gets you the fundamentals,” says Armstrong, 
“but there are big blind spots aft looking to port and star-
board, so that limits some of the things you can do with it.”

Once the North Arm tempest was launched, and after 
Scott handled the stick work for sea trials, Armstrong and 
Maxwell were able to take the helm for real. “The challenge 
for folks moving from conventional tugs,” notes Scott, “is 
that their first instinct is to turn the nozzles the wrong way. 
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The upper helm station features controls for the hawser 
winch, but not for the tow winch – one of the only details that 
the crew would like to see changed on the tug.
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You have to think of it as driving a big outboard-powered 
skiff with tiller steering – if you pull the tiller one way, the 
boat goes other way.”

Complicating things is the fact that the two nozzles in-
teract with each other and with the throttle. “You’re getting 
four reactions at once with two nozzles,” explains Scott. 
“So if you add a little throttle on one side, you’ll take away 
a little on the other.”

The hands-on training focused first and foremost on ba-
sic boathandling skills: coming alongside, flipping the tug 
around, walking it sideways, nosing into a barge. “If you 
don’t know how to drive the tug, you’re not going to be able 
to handle a barge,” comments Scott.

“It’s a little humbling,” remarked skipper Brendan 
Maxwell during the first week of training. “You’re used to 
handling barges with ease, then suddenly you’re back to 
learning how to dock smoothly.”

Armstrong notes that the switch requires a combina-
tion of unlearning conventional tug habits, and learning 
new Z-drive skills. “The conventional mindset can screw 
you up,” he remarks, “but once the new skills become sec-
ond-nature there’s no problem switching back and forth 

– I got called out to work a night shift on one of the other 
boats, and had no problem switching back.”

Armstrong and Maxwell agree that the phenomenal 
manoeuvrability of the azimuthing drives will create 
barge-handling options that didn’t exist before. “There’s a 
tendency to be cautious at first, approaching things with 
a conventional tug mindset,” says Armstrong, “but we’re 
noticing that we’re going to be able to approach jobs dif-
ferently – it’s just a process of when we’re going to be able 
to adopt them.”

On-the-water performance
Following sea trials and initial training, the North Arm 

tempest was initially put to work on the short-haul con-
tainer barge run between Centerm in Vancouver and Duke 

The galley features a full-size commercial stove, fridge and 
built-in microwave. For maximum versatility the microwave 
is mounted near the galley’s entrance, just across from the 
vessel’s stand-alone coffee station.

The mess table can comfortably seat six. The stand-alone 
coffee station (foreground) means that crew don’t get in the 

cook’s way when grabbing a coffee.

The North arM teMpest’s ample beam allows extra space 
in the staterooms, with roomier bunks than other vessels 

in North Arm’s fleet. Light maple-coloured laminate keeps 
things bright and cheery.

North Arm tempest Specifications

LOA: . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.7 m (64'9")
Beam:  . . . . . . . . . . 8.23 m (27'0")
Max draft:  . . . . . . . 4.2 m (13'9")
Main Engines: . . . . 2 x Cummins KTA-38
Drives:  . . . . . . . . . 2 x VZ-900 Veth Propulsion by Twin 

Disc
Auxiliaries: . . . . . . 2 x John Deere 4045TFM85G24V
Tow winch: . . . . . . Burrard split drum, 350' of 2-1⁄4" 

Amsteel Blue mainline
Hawser winch: . . . Burrard single drum, 1,400' of 1-3⁄4" 

wire mainline
Fuel Capacity: . . . . 83,900 L (18,456 Imp. gals)
Power: . . . . . . . . . . 2,000 hp
Bollard Pull:  . . . . . 30 mt
Class: . . . . . . . .  Transport Canada
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Point in Nanaimo, and the big new tug is already proving 
its worth.

“The pulling power is great,” says Armstrong. “The con-
tainer barge is bigger than the North Arm GeNesis, and 
we’re definitely noting the upside of a bigger, more power-
ful tug – it’s a nice stable platform, which provides a level 
of comfort.” In terms of setup, the one thing the skippers 
noted is that it would be nice to add tow winch controls to 
the upper helm station (the tug has controls for the hawser 
winch on the upper station, but not for the tow winch).

Free-running speed for the North Arm tempest is about 
10.5 knots and they’ve been towing at about 7 or 8 knots. 
With only a few runs under its keel so far, detailed fuel 
consumption numbers haven’t yet been calculated, but 
preliminary figures appear to be in line with expectations.

The next step will be for the North Arm tempest tug to 

show its chops on the North Coast run, but crew is already 
sold on the new tug.“You can’t see under the masks,” said 
Maxwell at the end of a recent run, “but we’re all smiles – 
it’s a great boat.”  

TYPE APPROVED PRODUCT

Capt. Brendan Maxwell standing at the controls with mate 
Steve Brown in the background. All-around visibility is un-
restricted, and a track-mounted pilot chair by H O Bostrom 
(visible behind Maxwell) allows the helmsman to sit if desired. 
“We’re all smiles,” remarked Maxwell “it’s a great boat.”

An aft view of the North arM teMpest. The mast lights, deck/
work lights and Carlisle and Finch spotlights were supplied 

by Jastram Technologies of North Vancouver.


